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Magnetohydrodynamic Instability with Neutral-Beam Heating in the ISX-8 Tokamak
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This paper describes observations of magnetohydrodynamic instability with neutral-
beam heating in the ISX-8 tokamak and the theory specifically developed to support these
experiments. The observed magnetohydrodynamic activity is explained by the resistive
model presented but is not responsible for the observed degradation of confinement. In-
creasingly important n & 1 pressure-driven modes are predicted by the theory for the
higher experimental P& values, but there is no experimental verification of their pres-
ence.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Gb, 52.30.+r, 52.35.Py

The ISX-& tokamak operates with up to 2.5-IV[W

auxiliary heating power (total) from two coinject-
ed neutral beams. Confinement degrades with in-
creasing beam power (P,), and the quantity /~~I~
"saturates" as a function of P„where 13~ denotes
the volume-averaged poloidal P and I~ denotes the
discharge current. Maximum volume-averaged
total/ obtained to date is = 2.5/o, well below val-
ues expected by extrapolation from results at low
P, . Descriptions of the device and of most other
features of the neutral-beam experiments are
available elsewhere. '

Our observations of magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) instability have covered the wide range of
plasma parameters involved in these neutral-
beam experiments. In this Letter, we describe
these observations and the theory specifically
developed to support these high-0 experiments.
We arrive at mode identification and consider the
role of this instability in the degradation of con-
finement. These issues are important because
tokamak operation has only recently reached
plasma regimes with such P values, and the
limitation observed here causes concern about the
viability of the tokamak as a reactor concept.

Mirnov coils and collimated soft-x-ray detec-
tors were used for instability diagnostics. The
coils were arranged in arrays to determine the
dominant poloidal and toroidal mode numbers (rn,
n) of the poloidal field fluctuations B& in the sha-
dow of limiters. The x-ray studies mainly used
detectors in a 32-unit fan array centered on the
outside equatorial and in a 24-unit fan array cen-
tered on the top vertical center line in the same
poloidal section. Even during operation with max-
imum bandwidths (= 125 kHz), instability signals
from all diagnostic channels were dominated by
frequencies in the 5- to 25-kHz range. Data ac-
quisition was both oscillographic and digital, the

latter by a 56-channel CAMAC system.
Ohmically heated (OH) discharges suitable for

injection heating in ISX-& are sawtoothing ones.
Very low beam powers affect instability only by
enhancing the amplitude and period of this classic
sawtooth behavior. The instability signals are
altered when the ratio of P, to Ohmic power PoH
exceeds = 1. The changes are first marked by a
longer interval of rn =1 activity before internal
disruption and the simultaneous appearance of
strong &p at the same frequency as the m =1.
Thereafter, the envelopes of X and B~, where X
is the fluctuating level of the x-ray signal, vary
with plasma parameters. Generally, further in-
creases in beam power lead first to longer-lived,
even steadily running precursors and then to in-
creasing amplitude modulation of these signals.
Under some conditions the appearance of a long-
period sawtooth is retained; in other cases it is
not. This description strictly applies only to
edge @&~4.5, since patterns revert toward those
of the classic sawtooth as q& is increased.

Despite the variation of signal patterns with
plasma parameters, the basic features of these
signals do not change once the threshold P,/P«
'= 1 is passed. The &~ at the Mirnov coils is
strong, often exceeding B~/B~ =1/o at major radi-
us R = R, +0.3 m near the outside equatorial,
where (m =2; n =1) mode symmetry is dominant.
From 8» mode rotation is the reverse of that in
OH plasmas, possibly because of toroidal rota-
tion driven by the coinjected neutral beams. ' The
large X signals are from within q= 1 and are due
to a large I=1 mode there. Rotation of this rn =1
structure is also reversed. Despite the large
(m =2)/(n =1) B~, there is no large or distinctive
X from near q =2 and thus there can be only a
small 2/1 island structure. The X wave forms
show significant differences of detail when com-
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pared with the work of others' on the classic
m =1.

The JFT-2 tokamak yields somewhat similar
instability signals when operated with neutral-
beam heating at p values like those of ISX-B.'
Not enough details from JFT-2 are available for
a definite conclusion, but it appears that the same
basic instability is present in both devices.

The stability properties of ISX-&-like plasmas
have been studied in the framework of the resis-
tive MHD model, ' a nonlinear, three-dimensional
model expressed by a reduced set of resistive
MHD equations valid in the limits of large aspect
ratio (& =a jR «1) and high P P -&)." The equilib-
ria were obtained by solving the Grad-Shafranov
equation (exact to all orders in e) in a flux-con-
serving manner. For systematic theoretical
studies, the equilibria were characterized by a
pressure profile P =p,g', a safety factor (q) pro-
file, and the shape of the outermost flux surface.
Several sequences of equilibria were studied. '
They gave the same qualitative results. At low

p~, the most unstable mode is the n =1. Its linear
stability properties with increasing P~ are sum-
marized in Fig. 1. At low P and in the cylindrical
limit, this mode is just the (m =1; n =1) tearing
mode. %ith increasing pressure, the mode goes
from the tearing branch to a pressure-driven
branch. Higher-n modes became linearly unsta-
ble with increasing P» they are essentially pres-
sure driven and have ballooning character. " All
of these results are for equilibria stable to ideal
modes.

For the lower range of P~ values obtained with

beam heating in ISX-8 P~& 1), the theory shows
an instability that is best described as a p~ dis-
tortion of the (m=1; n =1) mode. This mode
drives many other helicities through the toroidal
and nonlinear couplings. The main results are as
follows: (1) For a, given q profile, growth of the
m =1 island slows down with increasing P~, from
exponential to linear, before reconnection takes
place. (2) If P~ is high enough, the island satu-
rates without reconnection and therefore produces
continuous m =1 mode activity. This happens
when the (m =1; n =1) mode is primarily driven
by pressure. (3) The largest driven mode is the
(m=2; n =1). This component, like the other
driven modes, is mainly localized near the q =1
surface. It produces a large &~ at the limiter but

only small 2/1 islands near q =2 and hence only
smallX. (4) A broad spectrum of other driven
modes is produced. These generate a variety of
magnetic islands that often overlap and break
magnetic surfaces (Fig. 2). (5) As the edge q is
raised, the instability reverts toward the classi-
cal low-p m=1." Growth of them=1 island
speeds up as a result of increasing shear at the
q =1 surface, and the amplitudes of the driven
modes and B~ at the limiter decrease because the
radius of the q =1 is reduced.

These theoretical results and the gross features
of the experimental observations are clearly in
agreement. A comparison at a more detailed
level is done by using equilibria reconstructed
from laser-profile and magnetic data and calcula-
ting %wave forms from the theoretically predicted
mode structure. In this procedure, X along vari-
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FIG. 1. Linear growth rates for n = 1, n = 3, and
n = 6 for circular cross-section plasma and q profile
q(p) = 0.9[1+(p/0. 65)4]'~, 0- p- 1.

OUTSIDE

FIG. 2. Calculated field structure; a snapshot just
before reconnection takes place.
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ous chords was calculated as a line integral of
f', and toroidal rotation of the mode structure at
a constant frequency was assumed. Figure 3
is a comparison of experimental and theoretically
derived wave forms for the side-mounted array.
The theoretical ones resulted from corotation of
the instability structure shown in Fig. 2. Fea-
tures of a dominant m =1 (Ref. 7) are evident in
both displays. Additional f ine-grained details
are common to both: (1) The channel nearest
center shows the expected dominant 2& resulting
from the m =1. Successive peaks on center are
not of equal amplitude, a feature that in the model
calculation results from the presence of the driv-
en m =2 rotating in phase with the m =1. (2) The
double humps on positive half cycles at nearby
channels, e.g. , 15 and 17, are also not equal and
the ordering of the inequality reverses between
upper and lower channels. These features are
again the result of the m=1 and m=2 coupling.
If counterrotation is assumed in the model, the
theoretical traces for channels 15 and 17 are ex-
changed and then disagree with the experimental
traces. (3) At channels 10 and 22, the wave forms
are triangular in nature and are again reversed
between upper and lower channels. This is just
outside q =1, where the (m =1; n =1) eigenfunc-
tion no longer dominates and so no longer ob-

scures the effects of coherent superposition of
all the other driven mode components. The as-
sumption of counterrotation exchanges the theo-
retical traces and again leads to disagreement
with the experimental ones.

As p~ increases to the higher ranges obtained in
ISX-B, the role of additional n & 1 modes in the
overall predicted mode structure becomes in-
creasingly important. Since these modes are lin-
early unstable, they are not linked to the evolu-
tion of the (m=1; n =1). At very low resistivity,
these n & 1 modes saturate at small amplitude,
but their overall level is large enough to potential-
ly influence transport. At these values of resis-
tivity and P~, the numerical calculations are very
difficult and their study is not yet complete.

In this higher-P~ regime, the experimental &~
and Iwave forms continue to show the distorted
(m =1; n =1) mode. They have not shown the pres-
ence of the additional incoherent n&1, high-P~
modes predicted by the theory. Because our
diagnostics are signal-averaging in nature and
may be restricted to too low frequencies, they
may be insensitive to such highly structured
modes.

We have no positive experimental correlation
between observed mode activity and the degrada-
tion of confinement with increasing I', . Our best
efforts have been toroidal field (Br) scans at
fixed plasma current and density, which use the
fact that raising edge q reduces the intensity of
the m =1 and driven modes and, presumably, any
associated losses. Scans at P, = 2 MW yielded
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FIG. 3. Side-array wave forms, from 242 to 243.33
ms in the experiment. Viewing radii of the detectors,
referenced to plasma center, step in equal increments
from ~ = 0 to r = 0.15 m.
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FIG. 4. Instabi1ity signals (upper curves: X fro~
four central x-ray detectors; lower curves: B& from
near the outside equatorial) for two tokamak discharges.
Left-hand side at low-S z point and right-hand side at
high-B z point of the Bz scan. 160 to 208 ms in each
discharge. Circular discharges {K=1.2), n, = {6-7)
&10~3 cm 3, I& = 140 kA.
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essentially constant p~ despite marked changes in
MHD intensity. With P, reduced to 0.6 1VIW to
produce a P~ value out of saturation and a plasma
regime in which the independently unstable, high-
n, pressure-driven modes are less likely to be
important, the amplitude of the instability signals
again decreased markedly as &r was raised (Fig.
4). However, p~ did not increase; neither did the
stored energy (~P~I~') or the gross confinement
time (~PpI~'/P; „).

We conclude that the MHD activity observed in
ISX-B is well understood in terms of the resis-
tive MHD model and that this observed activity is
not responsible for pronounced degradation of con-
finement. The n & 1, pressure-driven modes-pre-
dicted by the model are a possible explanation for
the observed degradation, but their presence in
this plasma has not been experimentally verified.
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Density-Wave Theory of First-Order Freezing in Two Dimensions
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The spontaneous formation of a finite-amplitude density wave of hcp lattice symmetry
is discussed, folIowing the work of Ramakrishnan and Yussouff. The freezing parameters
do not depend on the interatomic force law, contain no adjustable parameters, and can
be improved perturbatively. The results agree very well with those from computer sim-
ulation for a wide range of systems.
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There has been considerable recent interest
in the nature of the liquid-solid transition in two
dimensions, ' spurred by the development of a
beautiful and detailed dislocation unbinding the-
ory due to Halperin and Nelson' (and also Young' )
based on the ideas of Kosterlitz and Thouless. '
Many experiments and computer experiments
have been carried out' to test its novel pre-
dictions, e.g. , that there is a hexatic phase be-

tween the solid and the isotropic liquid, and that
the transitions are thermodynamically continuous.
Most recent computer simulations, e.g. , on the
Lennard-Jones system at constant pressure, '
and r " systems with n = 12,"n = 3,"and n = 1,"
show a first-order transition and no hexatic
phase. Freezing parameters such as the entropy
change (AS/k &)

' " and the structure factor peak
near freezing""" are close to 0.3 and 5.0, re-
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